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Extrapolating rain fields motion is a well known technique for short-term precipitation forecasting, from

minutes to a few hours, i.e. nowcasting. The traditional way to evaluate the performance of nowcasting

techniques is by comparing the predicted rainfall field against the observed rainfall field. However, classic

skill score comparisons struggle to identify different sources of error. What fraction of forecast error

comes from an inaccurate rainfall location prediction, and how much comes from different factors such as

rainfall growth or decay? 

 

In order to quantify the error regarding the predicted location, we identified trackable features (corners)

by the method "Good features to track" (from OpenCV library) and their movement Dobs(corner,x,y,t) was

estimated through the Lucas-Kanade (LK) optical flow algorithm. The motion vector was checked

backwards at each time iteration, that is, the corner's estimated location Dobs(corner,x+1,y+1,t+1) was

adopted as the original location and its movement was re-calculated between t+1 and t (backwards). Only

corners for which the distance between the source point Dobs and the backwards estimated location Dback

was smaller than 2 pixels were tracked. New corners could be detected at each time iteration and those

that were at a distance greater than 8 of the existing ones were tracked and stored. 

 

In our experiment we measured the Euclidean distance between the features detected and tracked by LK

optical flow, and the predicted feature location based on: 

- Linear extrapolation: The corner displacement vector observed between t and t+1 was extrapolated

linearly until tn. 

 

- Linear extrapolation Dense OF: The displacement field VDIS(x,y,t+1) was calculated by the Dense Inverse

Search (DIS) optical flow algorithm, from OpenCV, between subsequent frames t and t+1. Then the velocity

vector was extracted from VDIS(x,y,t+1) at the position of the tracked corners Dobs(corner,x,y,t+1) and this

new vector was linearly extrapolated until tn. 

 

- Dense rotation: The velocity vector was extracted from DIS displacement field VDIS(x,y,t+1) at the corner

position t+1 and extrapolated to the next time step. The velocity vector was now updated on this new

position t+2 by the initial field VDIS(x,y,t+1) which was assumed constant. We call rotation the process of

extrapolating the vector to the next time step and updating the value VDIS(x,y,t+1) at that position in each

iteration. 

 

One year of radar data provided by Deutscher Wetterdienst (DWD) was used for this analysis. The RY

quality-controlled product is a radar mosaic obtained from 17 radars, with an extent of 1100 x 900 km, a

spatial resolution of 1km² and a temporal resolution of 5 minutes. The detection and tracking process

resulted in more than 250,000 tracked corners, where 42% of these persisted over more than one hour

and approximately 14% over more than two hours. 

 

The results showed a significant distance between the observed trajectories and the predicted ones. The

evaluated forecasting techniques did not reveal significant differences for lead times up to one hour,

where the average location error for one-hour lead time was approximately 7 km. For two-hour lead time,
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the Linear extrapolation Dense OF technique had a slightly lower mean location error, which may indicate

a better representation of the precipitation displacement field by the DIS OF. This analysis illustrates the

predicted location error magnitude, and it may be a method to estimate the predictability according to

corners trajectories characteristics.
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